Hose Instability and Wake Generation by an Intense Electron Beam in a Self-Ionized Gas
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The propagation of an intense relativistic electron beam through a gas that is self-ionized by the beam’s space charge and wakefields is examined analytically and with 3D particle-in-cell simulations. Instability arises from the coupling between a beam and the offset plasma channel it creates when it is perturbed. The traditional electron hose instability in a preformed plasma is replaced with this slower growth instability depending on the radius of the ionization channel compared to the electron blowout radius. A new regime for hose stable plasma wakefield acceleration is suggested.
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Focused and compressed charged particle beams are the highest energy density drivers available in the laboratory. For example, a 50 GeV electron beam from the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) can be focused to an intensity of a PW/μm². Such beams when interacting with matter invariably turn the matter to a plasma and exhibit a rich variety of ultrarelativistic beam-plasma phenomena including collective refraction [1], focusing [2], wakefield generation, and particle acceleration [3]. Many of these physical processes are expected to occur in astrophysical events such as supernova [4] and various astrophysical jets.

In this Letter we examine a new fundamental beam-plasma instability that results when the beams become sufficiently intense that the gas/plasma is self-ionized by the beam. We refer to this as ionization hosing and analyze it with analytic and 3D particle-in-cell simulations models. We compare the results to the familiar electron hose instability in a preformed plasma [5] and discuss the implications for plasma wakefield accelerators. The instability of intense beams to hosing in preformed plasmas has been examined by several authors for particle [5,6] as well as laser [7–9] beams. In the traditional electron hose instability, a positive feedback occurs between a beam centroid oscillation and oscillations of plasma electrons that are kept out by the beam’s space charge. In the instability considered here, a positive feedback occurs between a beam centroid oscillation and the displaced ion column it creates through ionization. The presence of an instability associated with self-ionization of a gas has been noted previously for the case of laser beams [10]. Here we take up the similar question for particle beams.

The mechanism for the transverse instability investigated here is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). A dense electron beam with space charge electric field exceeding the tunneling ionization threshold [11,12] is propagating to the right. The head of the beam is below threshold for ionization and is unaffected (cyan). The later part of the beam (yellow) begins to ionize the gas, and the beam space charge expels the newly created electrons from the beam path. This creates a positively charged ion column. However, as a result of the tilt of the beam, the ion column is not symmetric about the beam (i.e., at a point above the beam axis the beam field has already passed through while at the same x position below the beam the beam field has not yet arrived). Thus there is an offset between the central axis of the ion column and the beam axis. The displaced ion column creates a deflecting force on the beam that can lead to a positive feedback and to hosing of the beam.

The physical model above gives rise to a simple analytic description of ionization hosing. The beam centroid undergoes betatron oscillations caused by the focusing force of the ion column. The effect of a small displacement or offset of the column is an additional deflection force on the beam. The ion column centroid at any time takes the approximate form of the beam centroid position at a time earlier by an amount τ (on the order of the beam blowout time 1/ωph where ωph is the beam-plasma frequency defined by ω²ph = 4πnpe²/m and n_p is the beam density at the point where the ionization threshold is reached). This is further justified by simulations [see Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)] discussed later. Thus the coupled equations for the beam and ion column centroids, x_b and x_i, are

$$a^2x_b + k_p^2x_b = k_p^2x_i$$

$$x_i(\xi) = x_b(\xi + c\tau)$$

where k_p is the betatron frequency ω_p/√2γc [13], s is the coordinate along the propagation direction (i.e., s = z), and ξ is the coordinate measured form the head of the beam (i.e., ξ = z - cτ). We note that these equations differ from the coupled equations for the electron hose instability in a preformed ion channel [5] by the form of Eq. (2).

These coupled equations can be solved by Fourier transforming in ξ [e.g., $x_b(s, \omega) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \int x_b(s, \xi)e^{i\omega\xi}d\xi$ where
ω is the conjugate variable to ξ]. Combining the resulting equations gives
\[ \frac{d^2}{dx^2} \tilde{x}_b + k_b^2 \tilde{x}_b (1 - e^{-iwxτ}) = 0. \] (3)

Inverting the Fourier transform gives \( x_b \):
\[ x_b(s, ξ) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2π}} \int A e^{i(k_b(1 - e^{-iwxτ})/2 - iwx/ξ) s} dω. \] (4)

Here \( Y = (\frac{π}{k_bτ})^2 \). The dominant term is \( (\frac{π}{k_b})^2 η \) under the condition \( k_bτ \gg η \). This shows how the growth increases with normalized bunch length \( η \). Thus the initial hosing grows rapidly over a few betatron periods \((2π/k_b)\) with a characteristic hose wavelength of approximately \( 4πτ \) and a power law growth with propagation distance \( s \). A sample numerical solution is shown in Fig. 2 along with a comparison to the analytic solution. Also for comparison, the numerical solution for electron hosing in a preformed plasma from Ref. [5] is shown (dotted line, different scale).

We note that ionization hosing has a different wavelength in \( ξ \), has a power law rather than exponential times power law growth in \( s \), and is orders of magnitude smaller for this example. Once the hosing begins, the simple picture given by Eq. (2) rapidly breaks down at the back of the beam. Furthermore, the periodic focusing of the beam changes the blowout time \( τ \), further complicating the analysis. Thus we consider this as a guide to early response and turn to detailed particle-in-cell simulations to study the full development of the instability.

We perform 3D particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations with the fully explicit code OSIRIS [15,16] for both self-ionized and preionized plasma cases. The ionization algorithm used in OSIRIS is described in Ref. [16]; it includes both tunnel and impact ionization, but impact ionization is negligible for the example here. In order to illustrate the hosing, we choose beams a few plasma periods long, slightly longer than that would be used in a wakefield accelerator. The beam has a Gaussian shape with a peak density of \( 4πτ \) and a total charge of \( 1.8 \times 10^{10} \) electrons at \( 30 \text{ GeV} \) (\( γ = 60000 \)), and a peak density of \( n_b = 1.75n_0 \), where \( n_0 \) is the density of plasma (for preionized case) or neutral gas density (for self-ionized case). The simulation

Here 2A is the Fourier transform of the initial beam tilt function, i.e., \( 2A = \frac{1}{2πω} \int_0^{ω} x_b(0, ξ) e^{iωξ} dξ \). Equation (4) can be solved by the method of steepest descents [14]. Asymptotic solution exists for a short bunch \((k_bτ \gg η \equiv -\frac{ξ}{τ})\), where \( ξ = 0 \) at the head of the beam and becomes negative when moved to the back of the beam) with an initial linear offset:
\[ x_b(s, ξ)/x_b(0, ξ) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2π}} \frac{1/[\arctan(\sqrt{1-Y})]^2 + [\ln(2\sqrt{Y})]^2}{\eta(k_bτ)^{1/2}[Y(1-Y)]^{1/4}} \left( k_bτ η \right)^{1/2} \cos \left( k_bτ \sqrt{1-Y} - \arctan(\sqrt{1-Y}) \right) \left( \frac{π}{2} \frac{5}{2} \arctan \left( \sqrt{1-Y} Y \right) \right) \] (5)

![FIG. 1 (color). Mechanism of ionization hosing instability: (a) illustration of offset ion column formed by ionization of neutral gas by a tilted beam; (b) particle-in-cell simulation of total charge density ionized by tilted beam (center of charge is shown by a solid line; center of beam by dots); (c) lineout from simulation of beam centroid (dashed line), center of resulting charge density in the self-ionized case (solid line), and a preformed case (dotted line); (d) lineout from simulation of beam centroid (dashed line) and center of resulting charge density (solid line) at a later time (s = 0.35 m). Simulations are in the above threshold regime.](image1.png)

![FIG. 2 (color online). Comparison of analytic and numerical solutions to Eq. (1) and (2) — beam centroid growth vs propagation distance at position ξ = 10.08 mm in the beam.](image2.png)
system is a $70.4 \times 6 \times 6 \, \text{c}/\omega_p$ box with metallic boundaries, containing $352 \times 60 \times 30$ cells and 16 particles per cell. The gas ionization rate [11,12,17] used was $W[s^{-1}] = 3.46 \times 10^{21} \exp(-\frac{a}{E[V/m]})E^3$, where $a$ is related to gas ionization potential. We use the values for $a(\omega_p)$ of 1.5, 0.8, and 0.04 corresponding to near threshold, above threshold, and very far above threshold cases, respectively. These values are chosen to facilitate the comparison of physics of each of these regimes. Two recent plasma wakefield accelerator experiments at the SLAC known as E-164 [18] and E-164X [19] correspond to near threshold and far above threshold cases, respectively. Also for far above threshold case, the beam charge amount is 3 times larger.

Figure 1(b) shows the real space at an early time ($s = 0.035$ m) of the electrons and ions tunnel ionized by a tilted beam propagating through a neutral gas. The tilt of the beam and the resulting ion column are more apparent from the lineout of the centroid of the ionized charge density and the beam in Fig. 1(c). Note that the two centroid curves are parallel over a significant portion of the beam but the charge centroid is displaced in $z$ by approximately 1.1 $\, \text{c}/\omega_{ph}$. As shown in Fig. 1(c), this displacement does not occur for the preformed plasma case (represented by the dotted line). Figure 1(d) shows that the tilt of the resulting ion column still follows the tilt of the beam even after the beam starts hosing.

Figure 3 shows the later time development of hosing of the beam in three cases: (a) preformed plasma, (b) tunnel-ionized gas with a higher ionization potential (i.e., beam field is near ionization threshold—gas ionization width is less than beam blowout radius), and (c) tunnel-ionized gas with a low ionization potential (i.e., beam field is above ionization threshold—the gas ionization width is comparable to beam blowout radius). The results in Fig. 3(a) show the classic electron hose instability of Ref. [5]. The top solid curve is a plot of beam centroid versus $s$ at $\xi = 10.8$ mm, the middle image is a snapshot of the beam at $s = 1.4$ m, and the bottom image is the corresponding plasma electron density. Figure 3(b) is the same beam in a self-ionized gas near the ionization threshold. We see that the hosing is greatly suppressed in this case. Through the simulations, we find that the electron hosing is suppressed because there are not enough plasma ions created to prevent the ionized electrons from leaving vertically due to blowout by the beam space charge (i.e., a surrounding electron channel never forms). This nonreturning blowout is apparent in the real space of plasma electrons shown in Fig. 3(b), bottom. We comment that the growth in Fig. 3(b) is even less than that predicted by our ionization hosing model. One reason for this is the effect of plasma dynamics on turning off the ionization midway through the beam. The beam field becomes partially neutralized as a result of electron blowout and the remaining ions. Once the ionization turns off, of course, the ionization hosing ceases. At the tail of the beam, the beam charge drops and the positive ions field becomes large enough to ionize more gas. This causes ionization hosing at the tail of the beam. Figure 3(c) shows the same beam in a gas with a low ionization threshold. When, as in this case, the gas ionization region is a little bit wider than the beam blowout region, then both ionization hosing and electron hosing mechanisms are present. As apparent from the bottom panel in Fig. 3(c), there are electrons that blow out and never return and other electrons that return. The nonreturning electrons create the ion charge asymmetry responsible for ionization hosing while the returning electrons form a channel for traditional hosing. The hosing in Fig. 3(c) is even more severe than in the preformed case. We attribute this to the added effect of ionization hosing. When the beam is very far above ionization threshold (not shown), the plasma response and wakes similar to that in a preformed plasma [12], and the hosing instability is similar to Fig. 3(a). Empirically, we find from simulations that these different regimes are separated by a condition that the blowout radius of electrons $r_b$ is equal to the radius of ionized gas $r_i$. Since the blowout radius is given by $r_b \propto \frac{E_b}{\sqrt{n_i} \sigma_r}$, we can define the following condition for being in the regime where electron hosing is suppressed and ionization hosing occurs: $E_b > \frac{E_i}{2 \sqrt{n_i} \sigma_r}$, where $E_b$ is the peak radial field of the beam.

![Graph](image_url)
Figs. 4 (color). Particle-in-cell simulation comparisons of wakes in preformed plasma (left) and self-ionized plasma near threshold (right). (a) and (b) Real space of plasma electrons; (c) and (d) wake electric field $E_z$ on axis. Note that the blowout radius in (a) is clearly larger than the ionization radius in (b). $N_{\text{beam}} = 2 \times 10^{16}$, $n_0 = 5 \times 10^{15}$, $\gamma = 60000$.

$(E_b \approx 2\pi n_0 e \sigma_e)$ and $E_v$ is the approximate electric field threshold for ionizing the gas.

Next we examine the wakefields generated in the near threshold regime that is stable to hosing. To produce large wakes we shorten the beam to threshold regime that is stable to hosing. To produce large
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An example that is in this regime is the E-164 experiment at SLAC in its long bunch configuration ($s_i = 100 \ \mu m$, $N = 2e10$, $\sigma_e = 15 \ \mu m$ in Li gas at $5 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$ as in Fig. 4). Since the accelerating phase of the wake in that case is fully behind the beam, a separate beam load is needed to test for acceleration in that experiment. This near threshold regime may provide a way to overcome hose instability while providing large accelerating fields for future plasma wakefield accelerators.
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